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1. Introduction 
Cartography is the study and practice of visually representing the Earth’s surface and the 
associated objects and phenomena of interest. Cartography incorporates a number of aspects 
(Robinson et al, 1984, ch1) including mathematical projections (projecting a curved surface 
onto a plane), abstraction (identifying the objects and phenomena of interest), communication 
(clearly communicating a message) and aesthetics (visually appeal).  
Aspects of cartography are continually changing along with technological advances. 
Computers are now used for managing map data and for producing maps, GPS is routinely 
used to support surveying1 and the world wide web is increasingly being used as a means to 
disseminate maps (Kraak and Brown, 2001; Peterson, 2003). New types of map are being 
produced such as interactive maps (Andrienko and Andrienko, 1999), animated maps 
(Harrow, 2004) and cartograms (Dorling, 2007) and maps for the visual exploration of data 
(Kraak and Maceachren, 1999). 
Although the technology and dissemination of maps has changed over the past few decades, 
the central cartographic principles of communication and aesthetics still hold – the desire to 
convey information by clear, unambiguous and attractive means. As Inhof (1975) pointed out, 
there are no hard and fast rules for cartography, however, the design and production of new 
types of map using new methods of dissemination benefit from a review of cartographic 
practice in order to fulfil their communicative and aesthetic role. 
In this paper, we discuss cartographic issues encountered when producing a new type of map 
(interactive tag maps) using geographical mashups (with Google Earth as the viewer) for the 
visual exploration of spatial data (Slingsby et al, 2007). Geographical mashups are the result 
of using Internet-based tools that combine data from multiple sources and techniques for 
producing interactive maps (Wood et al, 2007). They have a number of unique cartographic 
issues that the producer and user need to be aware.  Of particular importance for the visual 
analysis of spatial data – of less importance to more informal uses of mashups – is whether 
the maps are representative of the dataset being viewed. We approach these questions by 
taking an analytical approach to helping us understand the behaviour of Google Earth for 
interpreting input data (encoded in the well-documented KML format) and rendering our data, 
much of which is undocumented. Although we deal with a specific type of map (interactive 
tag maps) and a particular software application (Google Earth), our findings and analytical 
approach are more widely applicable. We would encourage producers and users of other types 
of map and other geographical viewers in mashup to consider taking a similar approach. 
2. Mashups 
‘Mashups’ are the results of combining Internet-based tools and data to produce new content 
(Merrill, 2006). They are facilitated through widely available and usually free tools with 
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published APIs, XML-based feeds and dynamic scripting languages (Garrett, 2005). Mashups 
have become hugely popular and widespread2 for the informal presentation of data, but are 
becoming increasingly used for more formal uses (see examples below). Geographical (map-
based) mashups are widespread. Each is based around an interactive map viewer to display 
one or more spatial datasets. Such interactive map viewers are free at the point of use, allow 
developers to incorporate data through simple and open data formats or APIs and have built-
in geographical context (imagery, roads and place names). Generally there are two groups of 
interactive map viewers: those which are embedded in web pages using AJAX (Garrett, 2005) 
technology or as applets (Java, flash or customised plugins) and more heavyweight standalone 
geobrowsers. 
The best known example of a mashupable web-based interactive map viewer is Google Maps 
(Miller, 2006), based on AJAX technology (Yahoo! Maps is another notable example). 
Geographical mashups based on such viewer are produced by a diverse set of producers (from 
individuals to organisations) for a diverse set of uses such as crime mapping (e.g. Chicago 
Crime Map3), business directories (e.g. Yell4), hotel accommodation (e.g. Trip Advisor5), 
directions (e.g. Google Maps and Directions6) and neighbourhood statistics (e.g. London 
Profiler7). 
Standalone geobrowsers are able to deal with larger datasets and more complex visual 
representations of information than their web-based counterparts. The best known example is 
is Google Earth, a built-in gazetteer, high resolution imagery, other ancillary datasets and a 
well-documented XML-based data input format, known as KML. NASA Worldwind is an 
open-source option and the Java version is platform independent and customisable. 
Microsoft’s Virtual Earth is like a standalone application that is embedded in a web browser, 
using proprietary ActiveX technology. As more the web-based mashups, uses of standalone 
browsers are diverse. Google host and encourage a large community of general Internet users 
to develop and make available geographical mashups based on Google Earth8. Google Earth 
is also increasingly being used for scientific visualisations9 and geographical mashup 
technology is increasingly having an influence in geographical information science (Miller, 
2007). 
Google Earth has a number of interesting characteristics may make it suitable to support the 
exploration of large spatiotemporal datasets. Firstly, its easy to use KML input file format 
allows anyone to augment Google Earth’s rich datasets with ‘volunteered’ geographical 
information (Goodchild, 2007). For example, it has been used effectively in relation to 
catastrophic events (Miller, 2006), widely demonstrating the power of combining datasets 
spatially to mainstream computer users. Secondly, Google Earth has been shown to have the 
flexibility to support a wide range of visual encodings for exploring multivariate spatial 
datasets. For example, Wood et al (2007) found that Google Earth could support 
Shneiderman’s (1996) widely cited “visual information-seeking mantra: overview first, zoom 
and filter, then details-on-demand”. In separate work, Pezanowski et al (2007) extended the 
user interface to support complex spatial querying. Finally, its intuitive user interface and the 
streaming technology it uses to collect data from remote servers, allows spatially-referenced 
results to be disseminated and presented to wide groups of users.  
                                                       
2 http://www.programmableweb.com/mashuplist/ 
3 http://www.chicagocrime.org/map/ 
4 http://www.yell.com/ 
5 http://www.tripadvisor.com/ 
6 http:///maps.google.com/ 
7 http://www.londonprofiler.org/ 
8 For example, those listed at http://earth.google.com/gallery/index.html 
9 For example, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center: http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/ (see their Yellowstone 
park wildfires at http://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/vis/a000000/a002900/a002909/ a002909.kml) 
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3. Tag maps  
‘Tags’ are free text labels widely used for marking-up Internet content to help with its 
organisation; for example, photographs (e.g. Flickr10) and video clips (e.g. YouTube11). 
We are not concerned with tags themselves, but with the most common way in which they are 
visually summarised, namely, ‘tag clouds’ (Hassan-Montero and Herrero-Solana, 2006). A 
tag cloud is a group of the most prominent tags in a collection, each of which are sized 
according to their importance. They are usually arranged alphabetically, in order for tags to be 
found quickly. Tag importance is usually assessed as a measure of the number of times a tag 
has been used to tag content. For example, the Flickr website has a tag cloud of the most 
frequently used (‘popular’) tags12. 
Tag clouds have recently diversified in use and are now widely used for summarising words 
in other contexts, such as documents, speeches and keywords. The Tag Crowd13 website is an 
example of a service that facilitates this. 
 
 
Figure 1: Tag map (left) showing the local importance of words and tag cloud (right) showing the 50 
words of most overall importance for the geographical area. The smaller bounding box is ‘bank of 
america’; the larger is ‘starbucks’ (more spatially diluted). 
A tag map (Jaffe et al, 2006; Ahern et al, 2007; Slingsby et al, 2007) is a spatial version of a 
tag cloud. Instead of words’ sizes being related to their global importance within a collection 
of words, they are related to their local importance in relation to a word’s position on the map. 
Tag maps can be generated from a set of georeferenced words at a variety of different spatial 
scales. 
                                                       
10 http://www.flickr.com/ 
11 http://www.youtube.com/ 
12 http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/ 
13 http://www.tagcrowd.com/ 
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4. Generation and delivery 
Tag maps were developed to explore the spatio-temporal structure of words, therefore the 
phenomena they represent. We use MySQL14 to store and retrieve georeferenced text and 
PHP15 to query the database and generate output. These technologies allow us to generate tag 
maps by gridding the area under study into cells and outputting the sized and positioned 
words in KML16 for display in each cell in Google Earth. Google Earth provides a means for 
interactively selecting an area – and therefore a spatial scale – for which an interactive tag 
map can be generated at an appropriate scale for the selected area, and which can be visually 
synthesised with Google Earth’s ancillary data and that of third-parties. 
Subject to word culling: 
<Style id="style1"> 
   <LabelStyle> 
      <color>ffffffff</color> (1) 
      <scale>1</scale> (2) 
   </LabelStyle> 
    <IconStyle> 
      <scale>0</scale> (3) 
    </IconStyle> 
</Style> 
 
... 
 
<Placemark> 
   <styleUrl>#style1</styleUrl> 
   <name>Word</name> (4) 
   <Point> 
      <coordinates>  
         -93, 27, 0 (5) 
      </coordinates> 
   </Point>     
   <description> 
      Count=45 (6) 
   </description> 
</Placemark> 
 
Not subject to word culling: 
 
<Style id="style2"> 
   <LabelStyle> 
      <scale>0</scale> (1) 
   </LabelStyle> 
    <IconStyle> 
      <scale>1</scale> (2) 
      <Icon> 
         <href> 
            http://.../word.png (3) 
         </href> 
      </Icon> 
    </IconStyle> 
</Style> 
 
... 
 
<Placemark> 
   <styleUrl>#style2</styleUrl> 
   <name></name> 
   <Point> 
      <coordinates>  
         -93, 27, 0 (4) 
      </coordinates> 
   </Point>     
   <description> 
      Count=45 (5) 
   </description> 
</Placemark> 
The word (4), is positioned (5), has a description (6), is 
coloured opaque white (1) and has a specific size (2). 
The icon is suppressed (3). 
The word is an image (3), is positioned (4), has a 
descriptions (5 and has a specific size (2). The label is 
suppressed (1). 
Box 1: The KML used to describe the words of the tag map. The method on the left is subject to 
Google Earth’s word culling and the method on the right is not. 
Google Earth takes KML as its input, a fully-documented XML-based language which allows 
geometry and text to be described in geographical space (Google, 2007b). This is interpreted 
by Google Earth and displayed with the aerial photography and other suppied contextual 
information. In this paper, we use the Placemark element (a geographical feature) to 
                                                       
14 http://www.mysql.com/ 
15 http://www.php.net/ 
16 http://code.google.com/apis/kml/documentation/kml_tags_21.html 
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describe each word. A Placemark has a position, an icon (graphical image), a text label and 
a description (see the KML reference for complete documentation). The visual appearance of 
placemarks is controlled by the Style element in KML, which can be in the same or a 
separate KML file.  
We found that where words were specified as text labels of Placemarks (Box 1, left), 
Google Earth automatically removes those which would otherwise overlap and make that map 
less legible. As is demonstrated in the following section, this ‘word culling’ is significant and 
greatly affects the resulting tag maps. It is helpful behaviour, in the sense that word 
overcrowding never occurs and words can be easily read. However for our spatial data 
exploration purposes, we wanted to know how many words were being culled and more 
importantly, which words for being culled. To study this, we needed to turn off this 
behaviour, in order to compare. There is no standard way of doing this, but we found that we 
could achieve this by suppressing the text labels in Placemarks, using a graphical image of 
the text instead as a Placemark Icon (box 1, right). 
In this paper, we use two data sources. The first is data from go217, a mobile telephone service 
provider which allows users to search for nearby businesses and services. Go2 kindly 
provided one month of usage logs, in which every query is accompanied by the location and 
time at which it was made. The second data source is from the 1:50,000 Ordnance Survey 
Gazetteer (supplied by Edina18), from which we have extracted common British placename 
prefixes and suffixes19. In each case, the individual georeferenced words are held in a MySQL 
database and tag maps are generated when required. 
The two main cartographic issues we face are as follows: 
• where to position words on a map – each word represents a spatially-aggregated 
summary of many; 
• how to deal with the situation where words overlap, a particular issue in areas where 
there are more important words 
We distinguish between static maps and maps and interactive maps and explore these issues 
in the following section. 
5. Cartographic issues for static maps 
5.1. Text placement 
The issue of text placement has always been of great importance in traditional cartography 
(Imhof, 1975) and the automated label placement is an active research area. For example, van 
Dijk et al (2002) review some of the methods for doing this and develop a framework for 
evaluating the results of such methods. They identify four categories within which to evaluate 
text placement: aesthetics, label visibility, feature visibility and label-feature associate. 
Aesthetics do not relate to the position of text, rather to the manner it is displayed (van Dijk et 
al cite text angle, curvature and letter spacing factors). The features which are labelled on tag 
                                                       
17 http://www.go2.com/ 
18 The data is Crown Copyright/database right 2007. An Ordnance Survey/EDINA supplied service 
(http://edina.ac.uk/digimap/). 
19 The extracted placename elements are taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_generic 
_forms_in_British_place_names 
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maps are not features in the traditional mapping sense – instead they are local summaries of 
‘features’ (individual georeferenced words). 
As stated above, the two most challenging cartographic problems of tag maps, is how to place 
words at representative positions and how to prevent the map from becoming too 
overcrowded. Van Dijk et al’s (2002) ‘label-feature associate’ and ‘label visibility’ 
(respectively) relate to these. These problems are strongly related, because representative 
positions for two or more local word summaries may be spatially coincident, thus reducing 
each others’ visibilities (through overplotting). An approach to dealing with this situation is to 
adjust the positions of the words in order to try and achieve a balance between the 
representativeness of position (label-feature associate) and the legibility of the word (label 
visibility). Where there are many words, it may not be possible to display them all and some 
words cannot be shown. Selecting which words to display is a balance between the local 
importance of the word and its legibility. 
 
   
Figure 2: Tag maps in which words are placed at cell centres with GE word culling (left) and without 
GE word culling (right).  
Figure 2 shows two tag maps in which the words are placed at the cell centres for which they 
are locally important (the cells are generated by the gridding procedure, section 1.2). All the 
important words were supplied in the KML for both maps and all of these can be seen in the 
illegible tag map in Figure 2 (right). Figure 2 (left), however, is legible because the majority 
of words are not displayed, having been removed by Google Earth’s word culling. 
The words in Figure 2 have been specified using the two different methods shown in Box 1. 
Both methods use exactly the same input data and both describe the words in KML 
Placemarks. However, in Figure 2 (left), words are specified in the Placemark through the 
name element, with the Icon element suppressed in the IconStyle element. Google Earth 
centres the word on the position of the Placemark (specified by the Point element of 
Geometry) and formats the text according its LabelStyle (if the Scale element has a 
value of 1, it is of ‘normal’ size). For Figure 2 (right), a graphical image and size of the word 
is specified in the IconStyle, and no text is specified for the name element. Google Earth 
centres the image of the word at the IconStyle size at the required position.  
As stated, Google Earth deals with words specified using these two methods in different 
ways.  In the latter case, Google Earth will display all the words it is supplied with (Figure 2, 
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right), which result in poor ‘label visibility’ in van Dijk et al’s (2002) definition. In the former 
case, Google Earth employs an algorithm for culling all the words that would make the map 
illegible. As can be seen in Figure 2 (left) this is very helpful from a label visibility 
perspective. The way in which the cull achieved is undocumented, leading to concerns about 
a possible and unknown bias in the sample of words chosen for display by Google Earth that 
would ultimately affect the interpretation of the datasets being explored. We will refer to 
these two methods as “with GE word culling” and “without GE word culling”, and compare 
both methods for a number of word positioning experiments to try and understand Google 
Earth’s culling algorithm and also to explore issues of word placement for tag maps. 
In Figure 2 (left), it is apparent that a small amount of word overlap is allowed – it appears 
that there is a geometrical area overlap threshold, below which word overlap is allowed. In 
this Figure, there is a bias in selection of the words that Google Earth has selected for display. 
The largest longest words and the smallest shortest words (e.g. the large “domino’s pizza” 
superimposed with the small “ihop”) are favoured. Words between these two extremes are not 
shown. This bias is for geometrical reasons, and is problematic on two grounds. Firstly, word 
length should not affect its likelihood of being displayed and secondly, some of the smaller 
(less important) words are displayed at the expense of larger (more important) words.  
 
  
Figure 3: Tag maps in which words are placed at random locations within the cells in which they are 
important, with GE word culling (left) and without GE word culling (right).  
In Figure 3, words have been placed at random positions within the grid squares in which they 
are important. The most striking difference from Figure 2 is that many more words are 
visible, because there is more space.  Figure 3 (left) has fewer culled words, but Figure 3 
(right) shows that in fact, the majority of words have still been culled. Worryingly, it appears 
that some of the most prominent words have been culled in Figure 3 (left) – see the large 
‘ihop’ near the bottom right of Figure 3 (right). Note also that there are words in the ocean, 
due to the sampling affect of the grid. Artefacts of the grid can be seen in Figure 3 (right), 
which again shows the sampling affect of the grid, but also that words are spatially variant – 
in Florida, there appears to be a higher distribution of words, even though the land-to-ocean 
ratio of the cells is smaller. 
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Figure 4: Tag maps in which words are placed at random locations within the cells in which they are 
prominent with a Gaussian distribution around the cell centres, with GE word culling (left) and without 
GE word culling (right). 
Figure 4 also uses a random distribution, but ensures that there is a Gaussian distribution 
around the cell centres (this is more obvious in Figure 4, right). This reduces the likelihood of 
words appearing on cell boundaries, reducing the potential for words to be positioned too far 
from the original position of the phenomena that they represent – improving the likelihood of 
a better label-feature association. A word on a boundary of a cell may belong anywhere in the 
two surrounding cells (four, if a grid intersection). 
 
  
Figure 5: Tag maps in which words are placed at the average positions of the original georeferenced 
words in the cells in which they are important, with GE word culling (left) and without GE word 
culling (right). 
Figure 5 shows the final text positioning experiment, in which locally-prominent words are 
positioned at the average position of the contributing georeferenced words in the cell. The 
most obvious advantage is that words are more likely to maintain a better label-feature 
association (for example, there are few words in the ocean). Since the available area for words 
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has been reduced (by excluding the oceans), inevitably, more words have been culled. In the 
trade-off between feature-label association and label visibility, this method favours the 
former. As is the case in our other examples, the version without GE word culling gives a 
better indication of the overall distribution, showing where there are higher densities of 
words. Even though positions are more representative, words tend to be placed towards the 
centres of cells, due to edge effects. Additionally, where there is a high concentration of many 
georeferenced words, these are unlikely to become spread out, in the way that was achieved 
with the random distributions. 
 
  
Figure 6: Scottish placename prefixes and suffixes. The top four in each cell have been 
supplied with GE word culling (left) and without GE word culling (right).  
Google Earth’s word culling algorithm made for much more legible maps, but did not 
necessarily result in appropriate words (in terms of their local importance) being selected for 
display. Avoiding GE’s word culling algorithm gives us more control for producing static 
maps. Whilst largely illegible, they helped reveal spatial structures. Legibility can be 
improved in a number of ways. The following section shows how interactive zooming and 
panning is one such way. Alternatively we can limit the words supplied for each cell to the 
most important – this can result in legible tag maps. Figure 6 shows Scottish placename 
prefixes and suffixes, in which only the four most prominent words for each cell have been 
supplied (for this example and at this zoom level, four words produced good results). In 
Figure 6 (left) it is clear that some have been culled. In Figure 6 (right) the maps remain quite 
readable, even though some of the words overlap. 
5.2. Visual interference with background imagery 
Google Earth contains a wide range of geographical contextual information including aerial 
photography and coastal outlines (both of which can be seen in many of the Figures in this 
paper). The colours and contrast in aerial imagery may interfere with overlaid graphics. 
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Figure 7: Visual interference with background imagery. From left to right: the clouds on the aerial 
photograph make the overlaid text hard to read. Overlaying the imagery with translucent white, 
translucent black and opaque white and opaque black may make the text easier to read. 
In Figure 7, the white clouds on the aerial photograph make the white text difficult to read. 
The black overlays make the text much more legible. Where the text is outlined in black, as in 
Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 (left), both a black and a white overlay are suitable – white was used 
because it reproduces better in greyscale. 
6. Cartographic issues for interactive maps 
Interactive maps offer further opportunities for presenting detailed information without 
overloading the map with information. 
6.1. Panning and zooming 
Google Earth’s word culling algorithm operates dynamically on the input KML files, in 
response to zooming and panning. As the user zooms in on regions that contain culled words, 
these words will be gradually be reveal as space becomes available. 
 
   
Figure 8: Welsh placename prefixes and suffixes (using GE word culling), at various zoom levels from 
zoomed out (left) to zoomed in (right) according to the red box. Each screenshot uses exactly the same 
KML (and the same spatial grid resolution). 
Figure 8 shows the same KML file (of Welsh placename prefixes and suffixes), at three 
different zoom levels. At each zoom level increases from left to right, more words are 
revealed as space becomes available (for example, the ‘caer-‘ prefix has been revealed at the 
highest zoom level). Note that all three screenshots use the same KML file, thus the same grid 
resolution – differences in the words displayed are entirely a result of Google Earth’s word 
culling. 
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Figure 9: Two views of the same tag map (using GE word culling). The left view is panned North with 
respect to the view on the right. 
Google Earth’s culling algorithm is also highly sensitive to panning. Figure 9 shows the same 
tag map (using exactly the same KML), but the tag map on the left has been panned 
northwards compared to that on the left. ‘Domino’s pizza’ and ‘-bread’ is consistent between 
views, but ‘bally total fitness’, ‘kmart’ and ‘-salon’ are examples of important  tags (large text 
size) that are not visible in the leftmost view. 
The fact that the culling algorithm is sensitive to panning suggests that by panning, one can 
see many different subset collections of words.  Exploring the dataset by both panning and 
zooming allows the user to reveal many more words than are visible on a static map. This 
may overcome some of the limitations of the static map. 
6.2. Toggleable layers 
Google Earth is organised around hierarchically-nested layers of information which can be 
turned on and turned off (apart from the aerial imagery which cannot be turned off, only 
obscured). Each user-specified KML file appears as a separate layer, which can themselves 
contain layers (Folders) and items (Placemarks), each of which can be turned on and 
turned off. 
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Figure 10: Toggleable layers in Google Earth. Notice the user-defined layer from a KML file 
“ss_placename…”, containing a NetworkLink (labelled “Refresh this…”, the grid (visible), 
backgrounds to reduce impact of aerial imagery and “Tag map” folder, and with the “limited to…” 
layers. At the bottom as layers containing Google Earth ancillary data. 
This allows cartographic representations to be organised into groups (Folders) which can be 
shown or hidden, as shown in Figure 10. In Figure 6, we limited the words to the top 4 in each 
cell. In Figure 10, we have provided the top 1, 4 and 10 words in three separate folders in the 
same KML, which allows us to easily compare the effects of restricting the words to these 
numbers. Notice also that we can easily show or hide the grid and the opaque and translucent 
background images. It is also possible to load multiple KML files, showing and hiding as 
many as required. 
6.3. Triggering spatially-constrained aware queries from within 
Google Earth 
Google Earth’s NetworkLink, provides the capability to instigate further queries from within 
Google Earth. It allows a particular section of KML (within the NetworkLink) to be 
replaced with a new version, which can be based on the current geographical extent. This is 
used to generate a resampled tag map, appropriate for the new geographical extent. 
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Figure 11: Exactly the same geographical area, but with tag maps at different sampling resolutions, 
generated by refreshing the NetworkLink at two different zoom levels. In the right image, a bubble 
containing the Placemark description is showing, for a specific localled important word (‘-combe’). 
Notice the link, which will trigger a tag map containing only ‘-combe’. 
The gridding procedure used to produce tag maps, sets the cell widths to a proportion of the 
visible geographical extent, so the action of, zooming in and regenerating the tag map through 
the NetworkLink, results in a resampled tag map in which word importance is assessed over 
smaller geographical areas (Figure 11). Google Earth is thus a means of conditioning data by 
geography and selecting (and varying) the spatial scale at which to study the phenomena 
under consideration. 
An alternative way to instigate new queries from within Google Earth is to embed URLs into 
a Placemark’s free-text description (HTML), as shown in Figure 11 (right). Clicking on 
the Placemark will result in the appearance of a ‘bubble’ containing the description text, 
which, in this case, contains a URL link. This link (labelled “Click for tag map of –combe” in 
Figure 11, right) triggers the generation of a new KML file of a tag map for the current 
geographical extent, which only contains the ‘-combe’ placename ending. 
A by-product of regenerating tag maps which employ the randomised word placement 
method and GE’s word culling, is that that every regenerated map will show a different 
sample of words because of the word positioning dependence of the algorithm. This 
represents an alternative way to explore different word samples. 
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6.4. Inspection 
  
Figure 12: Placemarks have been collapsed into the centres of cells (left). When one is clicked upon, it 
will ‘explode’ revealing all its contents (right). 
Where KML Placemarks with icons are spatially coincident, Google Earth will collapse the 
Placemarks into a single icon. Where the name element has been supplied, Google Earth 
will fit as many labels as it can around the icon. Again, there may be geometrical bias in 
choice of words shown, as can be seen in Figure 12 (left).  As in Figure 2, all the words have 
been supplied and positioned at the cell centres – the only difference between Figure 2 (left) 
and Figure 12 (left) is that the Icon has not been suppressed (see Box 1, left, line 3). Figure 12 
(right) shows that clicked upon, all the collapsed words are revealed. This approach is similar 
to that of ‘excentric labelling’ described by Fekete and Plaisant (1999). 
The description element of Placemarks and the ‘bubble’ which pops up when the 
Placemark is clicked upon allows the details of individual words to be inspected (Figure 11, 
right). 
7. DISCUSSION 
The work on generating usable tag maps for exploration draws attention to a number of 
characteristics of Google Earth in its current guise that may have an effect on the static and 
interactive cartography that we generate from it. We structure our discussion of these issues 
into five sections: the visual interference of background imagery, text placement, text culling, 
map interaction and the mashup approach. 
7.1. Visual interference of background imagery 
The increasingly common use of aerial photography requires careful thought about how it will 
affect overlaid information. We used translucent ground overlays to reduce the visual impact 
of the aerial imagery supplied in Google Earth. If colour is used – to distinguish the language 
origin of the placenames, for example – colours must be chosen which can be seen easily 
against the background imagery. Alternative pictorial visual encodings may have other issues 
in this regard. 
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7.2. Text placement 
Since the words on a tag map represent summaries of words in entire cells, there is more than 
one approach to choosing a precise position for words. Using the cell centres was not visually 
appealing and was problematic because of the overplotting of words. Using a function to 
spread the words around the cell was more visually appealing and allowed many more words 
to be displayed. Using a random function worked well, but it was possible that words could 
be displayed up to a cell’s distance away from the whereabouts of the phenomenon being 
represented. For this reason, we experimented with a random function that ensured a Gaussian 
distribution around the cell centres. This reduced the edge effects of the cells, but also 
reduced the number of words that were visible and results in a grid pattern that might be 
considered less visually appealing and less aesthetically satisfactory than the other solutions. 
An interesting combination of the random positioning and Google Earth’s word culling is that 
it gives a different sample of words each time, though whether or not this is a biased sample is 
not something that we have determined as yet. Using the average positions of words within 
the cell is likely to provide the best feature-label association (subject to the edge-effects of the 
grid sampling), but it often does at the expensive of label-visibility because the words are not 
usually distributed as widely as with the random positioning technique.  
7.3. Text culling 
We greeted Google Earth’s undocumented but effective text culling with mixed feelings. It 
made our maps legible without us having to intervene, but we were concerned that the method 
it used may cause bias in the output results. This was partly confirmed by the precedence it 
gave to large long words and small short words in Figure 2 (left). We were impressed by the 
dynamic nature of the algorithm though: that when the map was zoomed in, words which 
were not previously visible, appeared as soon as space was available. The sensitively of the 
algorithm to panning at the same zoom level was initially disconcerting, but on reflection and 
with a working knowledge of the effects of this behaviour, we began to use it as a way in 
which different samples of words could be interactively explored. In a static context, we have 
demonstrated that the effects are less positive, due to the fact that only a single snapshot 
sample is shown. We need to understand the word culling algorithm in more detail to know 
whether the sample was biased in any way.  
Standard KML provided us with a way in which to bypass Google Earth’s word culling (by 
using the graphical images of words as icons in Placemarks) and given us control over what 
to show and what not to show. Where all the important words were included in the KML (as 
in the left of Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5), the maps were unsurprisingly illegible. However, if we 
limit the words to the n most prominent in each cell as we did in Figure 6 (where n=4), we 
can produce a legible map, even though there is some word overlap. Using this technique, we 
can produce tag maps of the most important words. In Figure 10, we illustrated how 
toggleable layers could be used to limit the number of words in each cell to different amounts, 
at a click of a button. Section 3.3 also showed that it is possible to provide the means for 
dynamic queries to be triggered from with Google Earth. 
7.4. Map Interaction 
The ability to interact with the map provides a number of opportunities to further explore tag 
maps. Where GE’s text culling is in operation, zooming in on the tag map will reveal more 
words as space becomes available. Both zooming and panning actions apparently allow the 
user to see a different sample of words.  Where positioning is randomised and GE’s word 
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culling is in operation, the action of regenerating the map from Google Earth will produce a 
different sample of words. 
Where GE’s word culling is not in operation and where most words overlap (right of Figures 
2, 3, 4 and 5), the map is illegible. However, by zooming into the most crowded areas, they 
will become less overcrowded as more words leave the field of view. 
Interactive maps allow information to be summarised, such that the user can obtain more 
information in selected areas. The use of Google Earth’s ‘exploding Placemarks’ (Figure 
12) are a good example of this. In addition, further information about specific words (such as 
their importance score) can be added to the description element of Placemarks, so that 
the user can inspect the Placemark, using a pop-up window showing this further 
information. 
7.5. Mashup approach 
We used Google Earth within a ‘mashup’ approach in which a number of tools are selected 
and combined.  Google Earth is an example of a geographical information viewer, of which 
are others available. The functionality and behaviour of Google Earth is specific to Google 
Earth (in its current implementation of v4.1.7076.4458, beta). However, some of the 
techniques and findings presented here are likely to be more widely applicable in other 
applications, mashups and geobrowsers. 
An advantage of using the mashup approach is that developers of the components often 
respond to user opinion on Internet discussion boards, and updates tend to be more rapid than 
traditional software products. Since they are usually well-used, there is much help available 
on the Internet. The file structures for data input and output (often XML-based) are usually 
simple, because the components are designed to be used alongside other similar components 
in a system. This makes it relatively easy to substitute a component in a system, because of 
the loosely-couple architecture. The simplicity and flexibility of KML is demonstrated by our 
work, which has allowed us to generate useful maps and interfaces to our data with acceptable 
levels of label visibility and feature-label association, without the need to delve into the 
lower-level APIs. 
There are also disadvantages to using the mashup approach. As we found, aspects of Google 
Earth’s behaviour were undocumented. The authors have not found any questions, concerns 
or articles about the algorithm Google Earth employs for text culling, so it is likely that this is 
highly effective for most Google Earth users. Through experimentation, we have found ways 
to achieve some of the behaviour we require using standard KML in order to generate static 
and interactive cartography to meet our requirements. 
We cited rapid updates as an advantage to using the techniques and methods employed here. 
However, this may also be a disadvantage. There is no guarantee that functionality and 
behaviour will be retained between software releases, particularly where behaviour is 
undocumented. For standalone applications like Google Earth, legacy versions of software 
can be retained (unless they are designed to time-out, or become incompatible with new 
operating system versions). For applets hosted on the developers site, this is more 
problematic, though Google Maps allows users to specify the particular version of the API 
they are using. However, the widening choice of components suitable for mashups and the 
general simplicity of combining information make it relatively easy to substitute mashup 
components. 
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8. Applications and future work 
Although tag maps are a new and a very specific cartographic representation, we have shown 
that many of the cartographic issues we discuss are applicable to cartography in general (as 
illustrated by our use of Dijk et al’s (2002) terminology for the quality of standard 
cartographic text-placement). Our experiences of dealing with large datasets in cartography, 
using spatial selection, different scales of spatial sampling and map interactions are also more 
widely applicable. In other work (Wood et al, 2007), we have shown that that these 
characteristics make this approach extremely suitable for finding structure in large datasets by 
facilitating the (relatively) easy generation of novel cartographic representations at different 
spatial scales. 
Although we have found KML to be very flexible, we have three implementation suggestions 
for KML and Google Earth (albeit, quite specific) which we would find useful. The most 
simple of these is to add a tag to KML which can turn word culling off, without us having to 
generate images of the words as Placemark icons. By using this in conjunction with 
restricting the number of words per cell, we can produce legible map with which we maintain 
control. To control word culling more effectively, when it is in operation, we would like to be 
able to set priority levels for individual Placemarks to control which are more likely to be 
culled, so that we can preserve the most important words be more likely to be preserved on 
the map. This would be useful for other cartographic representations; e.g. the names of larger 
places should take precedence over smaller places. The most complicated change we suggest 
is that word-culling be done alongside word position modification – we envisage that this 
would use some balance between moving the position of a word slightly and removing the 
word together. Words would only be culled, if they could not be moved anywhere such that 
the required level of label-feature association was met. This word positioning/culling 
algorithm would use new specific KML tags within individual placemarks to set moving or 
culling priorities and to specify the areas within which the label may be moved. Currently, 
words are culled when it might be more appropriate to adjust their positions slightly. We 
would, of course, require this behaviour to be fully documented. 
Our work with mashups for the visual exploratory analysis of data is ongoing. We continue to 
work on new and novel cartographical representation which can be applied dynamically and 
in response to user actions. For example, we combine tag maps with tag clouds (Slingsby et 
al, 2007), which shows a geovisualisation view alongside an information visualisation view 
of the same data for the same geographical extent, revealing the effects of spatial variability. 
We are also using colour to distinguish words based on other attributes; for example, the 
language origin of the placename prefixes and suffixes, which form a spatial pattern. We have 
developed other novel cartographical visualisations using KML and Google Earth; for 
example, data dials (Wood et al, 2007) which are multivariate graphics showing multiple 
aspects of data at a particular location. We have also been using Google Earth and KML to 
explore temporal structure in data. 
9. Conclusion 
We have found the use of Google Earth within a mashup approach a positive experience. We 
found that KML offered the flexibility to generate dynamic and novel views for our data and 
to explore Google Earth’s behaviour so that we could use it for our purposes – as the basis for 
a specific visualisation mashup. Its design and behaviour seemed to be robust and well 
thought out for the majority of users. However, one has to be careful when using it to analyse 
data, because some of its behaviour is poorly documented. We managed to avoid the 
automatic word culling that has been employed to improve legibility at the expense of 
retaining all associations between features and labels – as is the cartographic norm – by using 
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of graphical images of words in Placemarks.  In the context of visualisation, particularly in 
the case of interactive maps, we sought maps in which the relationship between feature in our 
dataset and the labels displayed was more consistent and comprehensive, sometimes at the 
expense of legibility and aesthetic quality. The flexibility of KML is demonstrated by our 
work. 
Our specific example of a mashup using Google Earth to produce tag maps has revealed a 
number of issues which are more widely relevant. Firstly, it illustrates the – sometimes 
surprising – flexibility and opportunities offered by tools such as Google Earth. For example, 
the relative ease with which data can be dynamically resampled by using intuitive zooming 
and panning tools for spatial selection, is relevant for many visual representations of spatial 
data. Secondly, some of the problems with mashups are highlighted, for which users need to 
be aware. For example, we had concerns about Google Earth’s undocumentated word-culling, 
and we have shown how if was possible to do a number of systematic experiments to help us 
understand more about this behaviour and so to produce results which were acceptable to us. 
The issue of word culling of particular importance for exploratory data analysis, because of 
the aim to reveal patterns which are not merely artefacts of the means of display; rather they 
should be patterns in the data which hopefully correspond to patterns in the underlying 
phenomena. 
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